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Hello, I’m TATT (Testing All The Time),
and I specialize in testing around the
clock much faster, cheaper, and accurately
than my human counterparts.

Since joining the team, I have helped achieve:

100%

75%

50%

REPEATABLE
ACCURACY

COST
SAVINGS

PRODUCTIVITY
GAINS

I’d love to show you how I’m disrupting
Test Automation!

mail to: general@uxplore.ca
for my DEMO
mail to:Ask
general@uxplore.ca
mail to: general@uxplore.ca

I like being different.
Let me tell you how...

End-to-End Testing

Unlike others, I test digital
systems across Web, Mobile,
Cloud, IoT, Legacy CLI or even
other proprietary CRM, Billing,
and Procurement Systems.

Simple & Intuitive

I can be created on the fly,
without any coding or deep
technical knowledge whatsoever.
And not to brag but I’m a quick
learner - as in the first-time meaning I can then run tests
automatically.

Non-Intrusive

I perform data transfers and
validations across disparate
systems, all without you having
to develop or integrate at the
API level or stub our core parts
of the enterprise systems

Reporting & Analytics

I give you access to a real-time
dashboard, full of meaningful and
data-driven insights, designed to
prompt and aid decision making;
from anywhere at any time.

A few of my
success stories…

9x

Increase of
Team Capacity

DevOps Continuous Regression
Challenge

There were multiple digital channels - with weekly releases
to production - frequently breaking core user ﬂows.
Success

I automated validation of 2000+ ﬂows continuously, executed
on 6+ platforms in English and French, and reported triaged
bugs directly to clients management system. Thanks to me,
my team was able to proactively address issues and avoid
negative end user experience.

Customer Experience Optimization
Challenge

Unpredictable page load times were weakening Net
Promoter Score and increasing Call Centre volume.

Success

I helped my team identify the exact customer struggles in the production environment
due to long latency and make data-driven decisions to improve the overall customer
experience on the e-commerce channel.

Revenue Management System

50%+

Cost Savings

Challenge

A complex system handling millions of transactions in
production with a legacy interface needed an update.
The client was convinced that automation was impossible.
Success

I helped show the client that automation was possible
by automating UAT, resulting in record time frame for
system upgrade with signiﬁcant cost savings. Needless
to say, I won employee of the month.

About UXPLORE
With the right automation technology, people and organizations today can focus on
solving the hard problems that matter and change the world for the better. When we
looked at what was available regarding automation technology, we saw products that
were too rigid and old-fashioned to handle today’s digital world, and custom systems
took too long to deploy and were very costly to maintain and improve.
We saw automation solutions and approaches that failed when it came to
cross-platform support and all-or-nothing business models that forced enterprises to
make unacceptable trade-offs between adopting automation and the cost of doing
so. We saw a need for a different kind of approach, and we knew it would take a
different kind of company to build it. That’s why we created UXPLORE.
We are working hard to build a future in which rule-based, repetitive tasks will never
require humans. We want to enable people and organizations to fulﬁll the mandates
with which they’ve been entrusted - to deliver value to their customers by focusing on
doing the things that matter.

Noel Kirthiraj
noel.kirthiraj@uxplore.ca
www.uxplore.ca

Hey, ask Noel for my demo.
He's a super nice guy!

